
LOST AND FOUND
WEEK 1

BIG IDEA
Jesus notices you.

BIBLE
Luke 15:1-7, Isaiah 56:3, Romans8:39

WHAT?

ACTIVITY | Where’s Waldo???

Today we're starting a new series called Lost and Found. So to kick us
off, we're going to play a classic game of Hide and Seek — but with a
twist.
INSTRUCTIONS: Split your group into two, it can be boys vs. girls,
number off 1 by 1 or however you want to split the group.  Each team
will receive 2-3 Where's Waldo pictures and have each team race to see
who can find our striped shirted friend the fastest!

QUESTION | Have you ever lost something?

Great job everyone!  I'm happy to announce that Waldo has totally and
completely been found. I'm wondering, have you ever lost something? 
A favorite stuffed animal? An entire school project? Wallet?  Keys?
 Something you were about to say until it slipped your mind?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond.
There are tons of reasons why we lose things. Sometimes it's because
we're careless. Sometimes we lose things because we get distracted.
And sometimes we get lost because the thing we're trying to navigate
(like a city or a tough math problem) are new or confusing!



QUESTION | Have you ever gotten lost?

We all know how frustrating it is to lose something we love or need, but
sometimes it's not just our phones or homework that get lost.
Sometimes it's us! Have you ever gotten lost? If you did, how did you 
feel?
INSTRUCTIONS: Give a few students a chance to respond. If no one 
shares tell of a personal experience where you got lost.
It's kind of fun to tell these kinds of stories now, but if we're honest, it
probably wasn't very fun in the moment. It's pretty scary to be lost!

If your lost stuffed animal or phone had feelings, it would probably
feel the same.
Whether you wander away from your parents, take a wrong turn, or
lose track of your friends in a crowd, it can be scary to realize
you’re not sure where you are, who to ask for help, or how to get
home again.

For the next few weeks, we're going to talk a lot about lost things and
how they get found — but this won't be a tutorial on how to find our lost
stuffed animals. We'll talk about the ways we can get lost, how we can
help others when they're getting lost, and how we can all get found
again.

SO WHAT?

STORY | Begin a story about a time when you felt spiritually lost (Part 1).

INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a personal story (or ask a volunteer or student to 
tell a story) about a time when you felt spiritually lost. This might be a 
story from before you knew Jesus, but it doesn't need to be. You can 
also share a story about a time when you were making unwise choices, 
feeling far from God, experiencing doubt, or struggling in some way. 
Don't share how you found your way out of that experience — you'll share 
that later. Instead, share what it was like to feel so lost.



When it comes to your faith, there are a lot of reasons why you might
feel lost sometimes. See, you and I were created to be close to the God
who made and loves us. But . . .

Some of us don’t know our Creator yet.
Some of us know Jesus but we wander far away from Him by
making unwise decisions or turning our backs on Him.
Some of us know Jesus but we're struggling with what we believe,
with a difficult situation we're in, or maybe even with our mental
health.

In all of these situations, we can feel pretty lost sometimes.

IMAGE | Your Faith Map

Ask: Has anybody every used an app like this to navigate and find their
way around?  What do you use? (Google Maps, Waze, Bonus points if
someone says an old fashioned Atlas!)
If you drive, walk, or bike, you've probably used an app like this. These
apps keep us from getting lost by . . . 

Telling us exactly what to do and when.
Helping us avoid roadblocks.
Helping us avoid danger.
Letting us know exactly how long it will take us to get to our
destination.
Automatically rerouting us when we take a wrong turn.

Wouldn't it be nice to have an app that did this for our whole lives?
Something that . . . 

Tells us exactly which decisions to make and when.
Helps us avoid set-backs.
Gives us a heads up when we're heading toward danger.
Letting us take a peek into the future so we don't have to wonder
what's going to happen next.
Automatically tells us what to do when we've made a bad decision.

And wouldn't it be nice if an app told us how to do that with our faith
too?  It could tell us:

When we need to read our Bible



How long it's been since we've prayed.
When we're thinking an impure thought.
Alert us to a person we need to pray for or share the Gospel with.

If you feel far from God for whatever reason, you might find yourself
wondering, "Who screwed up here? Did I fail God or did God fail me?
And what do I do from here?"

SCRIPTURE | Luke 15:1-2

For the next four weeks we're going to be looking at one chapter of the
Bible — just one.

This chapter recounts a series of stories Jesus once told about
things that were lost and then found. Each story communicates a
different and important truth.
These stories aren't historical stories. They're parables — stories
Jesus made up and told in order to teach an important truth.

INSTRUCTIONS: Read Luke 15:1-2.
ASK: Who are the Pharisees and why are they so mad? (Give some time
for responses)

The Pharisees of Jesus' day were religious leaders who were
super focused on following God's rules — the hundreds of laws
contained in Jewish Scripture.
These laws were important and weren't inherently bad! In fact, they
were given by God to help God's people stay healthy, safe, and
close to God. These laws helped people not get lost.
But in Jesus' opinion, the Pharisees had taken things too far.
Because they wanted to follow every law exactly, they became
arrogant, self-righteous, and dismissive of people who they
believed were sinful.
The Pharisees were so obsessed with following God's laws that
they missed God's heart! Jesus was often angry with the
Pharisees for their lack of love, mercy, and compassion for others.

To the Pharisees, Jesus always seemed to be breaking God's rules
because He would do things like heal people on the Sabbath day of rest
or share meals with people who the Pharisees called "sinners."



Instead of dismissing the Pharisees for being jerks, Jesus takes the
time to tell them three stories to help them think differently. The first
one is about missing sheep.

SCRIPTURE | Luke 15:3-7 

INSTRUCTIONS: Read Luke 15:3-7.
We don't know how this sheep wandered away from its shepherd.
Maybe it got distracted or confused. Maybe it saw another sheep walk
that way so it followed along. Maybe it was trying to run away. Either
way, the sheep found itself far from the safety of its shepherd.
Imagine how difficult it would be to find one lost sheep in that huge
desert, filled with valleys and steep cliffs. It would take time, effort, and
a lot of attention. If I were the shepherd, I'm not sure I'd be willing to put
in the effort.
But here's what the shepherd in Jesus' story did.

Even though he had one hundred sheep to take care of, he noticed 
when one of them was missing. I imagine he knew that sheep's
name too.
Even though he knew it would be difficult, he searched for his lost 
sheep until he found it. He never gave up.
When he found his lost sheep, Jesus didn't say the shepherd yelled
at it, made fun of it, or punished it. The shepherd lovingly carried it 
home.

SCRIPTURE | Isaiah 53:6



So what does this parable mean? Who is the shepherd? Who is the
sheep?
INSTRUCTIONS: Read Isaiah 53:6.
If you and I are that wandering sheep, Jesus says God is like that good
shepherd — and Jesus is God. Because when you feel lost, Jesus 
notices you.

NOW WHAT?

STORY | Finish your story about a time when you felt spiritually lost (Part 2).

INSTRUCTIONS: Return to your personal story about a time when you 
felt spiritually lost. This time, share how you found your way out of that 
experience. How did you find your way back to God? What did you learn 
in the process? How was Jesus like a good shepherd to you?
Sometimes we're all like the sheep in Jesus' story, wandering away
from the safety of God, our shepherd.
Maybe we wander from God because . . .

We don't know Jesus is our good shepherd in the first place! 
Maybe you're out in the desert wandering and this is the first time
you're realizing Jesus has been calling you to come and be found
by Him.
We get distracted. Maybe you intended to stay close to Jesus, but
there were so many other interesting things to do that you kind of
forgot He existed. Maybe you're looking up right now and
wondering, "Hmm, how long have I been wandering for?"
We get confused. It's okay to have questions and uncertainties
about following Jesus and those questions turn into confusion
that leads us away from our shepherd. But our questions don't
need to lead us away from Him. In fact, our questions can bring us
closer when we bring them to God.
We walk away. Sometimes we walk away from our shepherd on
purpose. Maybe you've turned your back on God in the past



because following Jesus was too difficult, or you were no longer
interested, or you were hurt and blamed God for it.

Just like sheep are sheep, you and I are human. God knows we're prone
to getting lost. That's why Jesus describes the good shepherd the way
He does.

Even though God has created hundreds of billions of people, God
knows each and every one of us by name. When you go missing, 
God notices. You're not insignificant to your shepherd.
Even though convincing us to come back to God is difficult, 
Jesus never stops searching for us. He never gave up on you and
He never will.
When you and I finally realize we're lost and need help, God
doesn't yell at us, made fun of us, or punish us. When you need
help, God celebrates and Jesus will always lovingly carry you 
home.

Just like the shepherd in the parable notices his missing sheep, Jesus 
notices you. Yes, you.

You, who are sitting here thinking about how far you've wandered
and wondering how you are going to find your way back. Jesus 
notices you.
You, who feel like no one in the world notices you. Jesus notices 
you.
You, who are still trying to decide what you think about God. 
Jesus notices you.


